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ABSTRACT 
This paper introduces a method of broadband absorption enhancement that can be integrated with the conventional 
suspended microbolometer process with no significant additional cost. The premise of this study is that electric field 
can be enhanced throughout the structural layer of the microbolometer, resulting in an increase in the absorption of the 
infrared radiation in the long wave infrared window. A concentric double C-shaped plasmonic geometry is simulated 
using the FDTD method, and this geometry is fabricated on suspended pixel arrays. Simulation results and FTIR 
measurements are in good agreement indicating a broadband absorption enhancement in the 8 µm - 12 µm range for 
LWIR applications. The enhancement is attained using metallic geometries embedded in the structural layer of the 
suspended microbridge, where the metallic-dielectric interface increases the average absorption of a 35 µm pixel from 
67.6% to 80.1%. 





Microbolometers are the most common room temperature infrared (IR) imaging elements used today. Recent 
developments in microbolometer design pave the way for performances that were previously possible with only cooled 
technologies [1]. In addition to cost advantage of microbolometers compared to cooled detectors, the increasing market 
volume of low-cost infrared imaging systems demands cost effective and high performance microbolometers. The 
requirements for better quality imagers push for smaller pixel pitch for higher spatial resolution at the expense of lower 
radiation flux.  
One of the most crucial figures of merit of an infrared imaging array is the noise equivalent temperature difference 
(NETD), usually expressed for the entire focal plane array. The smaller the NETD, the better the performance of the 
array since it physically signifies the minimum distinguishable temperature difference in a scene.  
= 4(f ⋕⁄ ) + 1 Vℜ τ A (ΔP ΔT⁄ )  (1) 
Equation 1 is the NETD expression in terms of the voltage responsivity (ℜV), where (f/#) defines the f -number of the 
lens, Vn is the total RMS noise voltage of the system,  τ0	is the transmittance of the optics, and AD is the pixel area. The 
(ΔP/ΔT)λ1- λ2 term implies the change of power per unit area radiated in the specified spectral range by a blackbody at 
temperature T. This is a material and geometry independent property; however, ℜV is linearly proportional to the 
absorption coefficient of the pixel. Therefore, infrared imaging systems with even better performances require efficient 
infrared absorbers integrated with the conventional microbolometer design, in order to account for the decreasing pixel 
sizes.  
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The most common structural material for the current microbolometers is silicon nitride due to its thermal and 
mechanical properties. Considering the refractive index and the extinction coefficient of this material, one can deduce 
that it is a relatively good absorber around wavelength of 11 µm, which also makes silicon nitride a befitting material 
for the long wave infrared (LWIR) imaging. However, a suspended silicon nitride slab is a poor absorber in the lower 
half of the LWIR range. It is desirable to enhance the absorption of silicon nitride layer in the long wave infrared 
window, especially in the 8 µm – 10 μm range for imagers with lower NETD values. Increasing the thickness of the 
silicon nitride membrane may provide higher absorption; however, such a design would suffer from increased thermal 
time constant due to a larger mass and therefore lower frame rates of the imager.  
The most commonly used methods to increase the absorption in an active layer are anti-reflective coatings (ARCs) [2], 
optical cavities [3,4] and resonators [5,6]. For ARCs, perfect matching is rarely possible using layers with constant 
refractive index, and also fabrication of layers having a gradient refractive index profile is highly complex [7]. For 
optical cavities and resonators, the structure dimensions have to be on the order of the wavelength of the incident light 
[8], which is not desirable considering the downscaling of the pixel sizes in the ongoing road-map of imaging 
technologies. Recently, surface plasmons (SPs), collective oscillations of free electrons coupled with an 
electromagnetic wave on a metal/dielectric interface, have been widely used for enhanced absorption from ultraviolet 
(UV) [9] up to mid-infrared (MIR) [10] wavelengths. Localization property of surface plasmons at sub-wavelength 
dimensions makes them very attractive for absorption enhancement purposes, especially in imaging technologies due 
to decreasing pixel size [11,12].  
This paper presents the design and the implementation of metallic decorations on conventional microbolometer arrays 
utilizing plasmonic resonance for field enhancement in the structural layer, and it demonstrates that the spectral 
absorption of the microbolometer can be engineered to improve the overall absorption in the 8 µm – 12 μm range. It 
should be pointed out that fabricating plasmonic features in the pixels comes with almost no additional processing cost 
or complexity. As a result, the feasibility of integration of plasmonic structures into the microbolometer process as 
well as its aptness in the wavelength of interest makes them an excellent candidate for broadband absorption 
enhancement. 
2. BOLOMETER FABRICATION AND DECORATING WITH METALLIC RESONATORS 
A microbolometer pixel is a suspended microbridge with a resistor on the top. Figure 1 shows 3D illustration of the 
microbolometer pixel structure used in this study. A simple suspended silicon nitride microbridge is used to model a 
microbolometer pixel since it is the primary absorber layer.   
In our previous study [13], we computationally investigated concentric double C-shaped gold features for broadband 
absorption enhancement in the LWIR region. In this study, microbolometer pixels integrated with plasmonic structures 
are fabricated. Figure 2 depicts the plasmonic structures embedded into the silicon nitride layer. 
 
 
Figure 1: 3D representative view of a simplified microbolometer pixel structure used in this study. 
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Figure 2: 3D representative view of the embedded plasmonic structures. 
Figure 3 shows the process flow of the fabrication of the microbolometer pixels decorated with the plasmonic 
structures. The microbolometer pixel fabrication starts with the formation of a back reflector (mirror) by sputtering a 
Ti/Au bilayer. Then, a 2-µm-thick polyimide film is spin-coated as a sacrificial layer followed by patterning for the 
anchor openings.  Since the plasmonic metal layer is embedded into the silicon nitride layer, the first 200 nm of the 
silicon nitride film is deposited preceding a Cr/Au bilayer sputtering. Concentric double C-shaped plasmonic features 
are patterned using dry etching in an ICP system. The second 200-nm-thick silicon nitride film is used to sandwich the 
plasmonic structures. In reference pixels, the plasmonic metal layer is completely etched as control samples for 
comparison purposes. The overall silicon nitride layer of 400 nm thickness is patterned in an RIE system to form the 
pixel body and support arms. Finally, the pixel is released in O2 plasma to form the suspended microbridge. Figure 4 
shows the scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the completed microbolometer pixels with and without 
plasmonic features. 
 
(a) (b) (c) 
 
 (d) (e) (f) 
 
Figure 3: a 3D representative view of the fabrication steps: (a) Ti/Au mirror layer, (b) sacrificial layer with anchor openings, (c) the 
first silicon nitride structural layer, (d) Cr/Au plasmonic structures, (e) the second silicon nitride structural layer followed by pixel 
body formation, and (f) suspended pixel with plasmonic structures. 
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Figure 4: Aerial view SEM images of completed pixels: (a) reference pixel and (b) pixel with the embedded plasmonic 
structures. 
3. SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENT COMPARISON 
 
Numerical simulations of both the reference and the plasmonically enhanced structures are performed using FDTD 
Solutions, Lumerical Inc. The optical constants of the PECVD silicon nitride layer are obtained with a careful 
characterization using variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry (IR-VASE Make/Model) (Figure 5). For the metals, 
previously validated Drude oscillator model parameters [14] are used to model the frequency-dependent permittivity 
values in the simulations. 
 
Figure 5: Experimentally measured optical data of PECVD silicon nitride used in the numerical simulations. Note the peak 
of the extinction coefficient of silicon nitride at around 12µm. 
Among numerous concentric C-shaped structures, an optimized geometry is chosen for this study. Figure 6 shows an 
x-y plane view of the simulated structure. In order to handle computational requirements, the optimization is 
performed considering infinitely periodic unit cells [13]. The optimized plasmonic structure (L1 = 3.5 µm, L2 = 1.5 µm, 
L3 = 2.5 µm, W = 1 µm, and T = 0.05 µm) is fabricated as described above. The width of the features is equal to the 
gap between the arms of the double C-shapes. Figure 6 also shows the periodicity of the structure, which is determined 
as Px = 5 µm and Py = 6 µm in the x-direction and y-direction, respectively. Due to fabrication imperfections, 
simulation of the pixel is repeated by importing the simulation structure from the SEM image of the completed pixel. 
10 µm 10 µm 
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Boundary conditions along z-axis are set to be metal boundary and perfectly matching layers for the bottom and the 
top boundaries, respectively. The boundary conditions in the x-y plane are defined as periodic to simulate the pixel 
array, where the pixel pitch is given as 35 µm. The injection is assumed along z-axis towards the pixel at a normal 





Figure 6: Simulation window in the x-y plane (a) of the full pixel and (b) a unit cell of plasmonic feature as imported from 
SEM image. Note that the pixel support arms are not included in the simulation of the full pixel. 
 
The fabricated pixel arrays are characterized by measuring spectral reflection, R(λ), using a Bruker Vertex 70 FTIR 
Spectrometer with Hyperion 2000 Microscope attachment with 15x objective (0.4 numerical aperture). Absorption is 
calculated as 1 - R (λ) assuming no transmission through the mirror on the bottom. Figure 7 compares the measured 
and computed spectral responses of both the plasmonically enhanced and the reference pixels.  Figure 7 indicates that 
the simulation results are in accord with the FTIR measurements including the shoulder features between 7.5 µm and 9 
µm for both transverse-electric (TE) and transverse-magnetic (TM) polarizations. The offset between the simulation 
and the experimental results is attributed to increased absorption and scattering due to the support arms, which are not 
included in the simulations. Since the fill factor (ratio of active area to the pitch area) is identical for both 
plasmonically enhanced and reference structures, simulations predict valuable comparison between the two. 
      
Figure 7: Comparison of the FTIR measurement results to the numerical simulations. Note the spectral agreement in the 
reflection trend between experimental and simulated results. The simulated absorption values are lower than the 
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On the other hand, the enhancement is much more significant at around 8 µm where the silicon nitride is an inefficient 
absorber because it exhibits a low extinction coefficient (Figure 5), that favors the excitation and propagation of 
surface plasmons. In the spectral region of interest, 8-12 µm, the reference pixel has an average absorption of 67.6% 
while that for the plasmonically enhanced pixel is increased by 18.5% to an overall 80.1%.  
4. CONCLUSION 
This paper presents an overall cost-effective absorption enhancement achieved within the most commonly used 
resistive microbolometer design limitations. We have designed, simulated, and fabricated double C-shaped plasmonic 
features embedded into a typical microbolometer pixel and showed good agreement between the simulated and 
measured trends. We established a successful modeling approach where the plasmonic features are designed 
independently from the physical pixel parameters. This independent design approach enables efficient tailoring the 
spectral response as desired for arbitrary suspended microbridge designs. As a result of this study, we demonstrated 
18.5% overall spectral enhancement in the absorption of a plain reference pixel with the addition of plasmonic 
features. Such an improvement, with almost no additional processing cost or complexity, is expected to decrease the 
NETD value of the pixel considerably, paving the way for low-cost and high performance infrared imagers. 
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